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Improvements to the photomask supply chain for 193 nm lithography in
Europe are crucial, requiring co-operative research to reduce cycle times
and optimise reticule qualification procedures. The MEDEA+ CRYSTAL
project aims to decrease cycle time excesses and to simplify mask qualifi
cation procedures. This will involve improving design for manufacturability
and reducing mask contamination while optimising mask costs, better
securing cycle times in wafer fabs and cutting chip time to market.
European chipmakers will benefit from faster product introductions, a
competitive advantage that will become ever more important, especially
for new system-on-chip (SoC) and system-in-package (SiP) products.
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MEDEA+ !2365 is the industry-driven pan-European
programme for advanced co-operative R&D in
microelectronics to ensure Europe's technological and
industrial competitiveness in this sector on a worldwide basis.
MEDEA+ focuses on enabling technologies for the
Information Society and aims to make Europe a leader in
system innovation on silicon.

